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and neck, which are indicative of age. The neck also is
unusually broad and thick, showing great bodily strength.
The face is equally remarkable for beauty of feature and
dignity of expression, and is no doubt a true portrait of
the Indian king. We know from Curtius and Diodorus
that Sophites was left in possession of his kingdom by
Alexander, and we learn from Arrian that he was still in
possession when the conqueror halted at his capital on his
descent of the Hydaspes. After this there is no further
mention of Sophites; but, like Porus and Taxiles, he must
at first have been tributary to Eudamus, the satrap, or
military governor, of Alexander's Indian provinces. But
in b.c. 317, when Eudamus, after having treacherously
murdered Porus, marched with all his troops and elephants
to the assistance of Eamenes, the two Indian chiefs Taxiles
and Sophites must have been left virtually independent.
It is to this period, therefore, that I would assign the
mintage of the present coin, or between 316 b.c., when
Eudamus was put to death by Antigonus, and 306 b.c.,
when all the generals of Alexander had assumed the title
of king. If we suppose Sophites to have been 35 years of
age at the time of Alexander's expedition in b*.c. 326, he
would have been 45 in b.c. 316, and 55 in b.c. 306, a
period of life which corresponds exactly with the aged
features of the king as represented on the coin under
review.
My remarks on this coin have extended to considerable
length; but as it is the earliest specimen of the Grseeo-
Indian series that has yet been discovered, I feel that an
apology is scarcely needed for the many, details which I
have entered into for the elucidation of this very interest-
ing and novel specimen of ancient Greek art,
A. cunningham.

